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THE EXPRESSION OF THE SINGULAR/PLURAL OPPOSITION
IN THE EAST AND SOUTH-EAST SLAVIC NOUNS

1. The grammatical category of number is the primary and most sta
ble category of the Slavic noun. In effect it is the one which largely de
fines the status of the two other categories of the Slavic noun, gender and
case. The unstable and variable status of the latter is particularly pro
nounced in the plural, the marked category of number which neutralizes
some of the distinctions of gender and/or case that are extant in its un
marked counterpart, the singular. Thus, the singular admits in most Slavic
languages as many as three or four genders (the feminine, neuter and mas
culine, and in the ace. sing. an animate us. inanimate masculine), whereas
the plural of the East Slavic languages admits only the animate vs. inani
mate opposition (in the ace. of fern. and masc. nouns) which is in Polish
reduced to an opposition between a masc. personal ("virile") and non-per
sonal gender of all other nouns. A number of Slavic dialects (of Slovene,
cakavian and South Russian) have lost in the plural the neuter establishing
a dichotomy between the masculine and non-masculine. The three genders
of the singular are abolished in the plural of Macedonian and Bulgarian,
the two South Slavic languages which have also done away with the cate
gory of case. A partial syncretism of cases took place in a series of Slavic
dialects (of Montenegro, cakavian; Slovak and southern Poland) in which
the gen. pl. has merged with the locative, and especially in Serbo-Croatian
which has conflated the dative, instrumental and locative in a single case.

It should be apparent that the concept of markedness with its corol
lary, the neutralization of certain grammatical distinctions, accounts auto
matically for the sharpening of oppositions in the categories in which they
occur (in our case between the singular and the plural) and for the
wide-spread phenomenon of linguistic asymmetry. Formulated originally
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in the field of phonology1, it has proven its explanatory power on all lev
els of language as well as for the historical development of a great number
of phonological and morphological forms.

However, the plural itself is by no means as homogeneous and uni
form as it may appear. In many of the above mentioned languages it splits
up into several subsidiary categories that include: 1) a counted plural that
divides in tum into a dual, a paucal and a general counted plural; 2) a col
lective plural; 3) a counted collective plural, and 4) an emotive (mostly
pejorative) plural. These categories appear as if scattered in some of the
modem Slavic languages: the dual is preserved in modem Slovene; the
paucal (i. e. the nominal forms used after the numerals "two", "three" and
"four") is current in Serbo-Croatian and in East Slavic; the general
counted plural (the so called "brojna forma") is a feature of Macedonian
and Bulgarian, while the emotive plural is grammatically expressed in the
nom. plural of the Polish masc.-personal nouns that oppose the emotively
neutral forms to pejorative counterparts (in such forms as doktorzy/doktory,
kretyni/kretyny) and to the inherently pejorative nouns (such as chamy
"boors" and zbiry "thugs")2. It is worth noting that all of the four men
tioned sub-categories appear to a greater or lesser extent in Macedonian
and Bulgarian, that is, in those languages whose plurals have maximally
reduced the categories of gender and case.

The existance of the sub-categories of the plural may serve as a re
minder that the phenomenon of asymmetry is a pervasive though by no
means the single or universal principle governing the relation of linguistic
oppositions. The neutralization of the categories of gender and case is in
the above discussed languages complemented and as it were balanced by
the presence of categories that do not occur in the singular, and that
sharpen the opposition between the singular and the plural no less than the
process of neutralization, except that it involves a relation of dissymmetry
(or bipolar asymmetry) in which category A is marked by a set of forms a,
b, c... , which is in its counterpart B matched by a set x, y, z... An exam
ple of dissymmetry similar to that of the noun is provided by the Russian
categories of tense in which the present tense carries the opposition of per
son (e. g., splju, spis', spit) while the past tense employs the opposition of
gender (e. g., spat, spala, spalov. The phenomenon of dissymmetry is no
less attested in the field of phonology. Thus, the long vowels of cakavian
carry the opposition of pitch, while the short vowels carry the opposition

I In phonology the law was, it seems, first formulated by Trubetzkoy (1949), p.
XXIII, Jakobson affirmed it in his study of the Russian verb (1932); SW II (1971), 14-15.

2 See Stankiewicz (1962), 7ff; repr. (1986).
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of stress; the Polish velar consonants are opposed as plain vs. sharp (klk',
gig') that are in the palatals matched by the feature strident vs. mellow
(eli, sli, ilz). It is further worth mentioning that the marked category of
the plural is at times more differentiated than its unmarked counterpart, as
is the case in Italian where the plural parallels the singular in the expres
sion of gender but where it draws in addition a distinction between a sim
ple and a collective plural; e. g., i frutti, mobili, muri, ossi vs. Ie frutta,
mobilia, mura, ossa.i

It should finally be observed that the marked terms of a system are
not as rigid or invariant as it is often assumed. The fact is that the marked
ness of a category may vary in time or according to the meaning of the
forms in which it appears. Thus, the Slavic short adjective was historically
unmarked with respect to its derived long form, whereas in most modem
Slavic languages the short adjective is either marked (being used only as a
predicate) or on the way to be lost. The singular is, as a rule, the unmarked
category of number for, unlike the plural, it may refer to singular as well
as to plural objects, but in most Slavic languages there is a plural which is
clearly unmarked. It is the collective plural that designates totalities con
sisting of discrete, enumerable entities and that encompasses two semanti
cally and formally different sets. One of them refers to ethnic and social
groups and is marked in its base by the suffix -an-; e. g., the Russian
forms anglicane, dvorjane, krestjane, graidane, while the other set desig
nates the young of animals and humans and is marked with the suffixes
-at-I-et- and in S.-Cr. with the suffix -00; e. g., Russian rebjata, teljata,
volcenjata; S.-Cr. jagnjad, pildd, telad. The singulars of these plurals are
derivatives formed with "singulative" suffixes that in Russian are -in for
the first-and -onokiot the second set of forms; y. g., anglicanin, dvorjanin,
krestjanin, grazdanin and rebenok, telenok, volcenok; the S.-Cr.
singulatives of -00 employ instead a variety of deminutive forms; e. g.,
sing.jagnjic, pisce, telae and in the simple pluralsjagiinjei, pilici, teoci.

2. The grammatical differentiation of the singular and plural is in a
number of Slavic languages matched by a corresponding differentiation of
their formal trappings. The differentiation of their forms is conspicuously
expressed in the three East Slavic languages (Russian, Ukrainian and
Byelorussian), and in the three South-East (Balkan) Slavic languages (Ser
bian, Macedonian and Bulgarian), and is in both groups accomplished
through similar morphological means, i. e., through the alternations of
stress and the expansion of the plural endings with supportive, com
pounded suffixes. However, the extent and function of the two kinds of

3 A fuller discussion of the problem is given in Stankiewicz, 1999, 72-73.
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means is in the respective languages reversed: the East Slavic languages
make primary use of the alternations of stress assigning a subordinate role,
or no role at all, to the compounded plural endings, whereas the
South-East Slavic languages limit the scope and functions of the stress in
rendering the opposition of number, but use a variety of compounded suf
fixes to strengthen the form of the plural endings. Since a similar expan
sion of the plural endings is encountered in several of the non-Slavic Bal
kan languages, it may well represent a phenomenon of diffusion typical of
the languages of the "Balkan league".

The significance of the stress alternations is in the East Slavic lan
guages attested by their productivity (they involve stems of all three gram
matical genders) and by their bi-polar, two-directional mobility which al
lows it to shift from the stem of the singular to the endings of the plural,
and vice versa. The bi-polar singular vs. plural alternations of stress are
shared to a large extent by all three relatively homogeneous East Slavic
languages.

This is not the case in the South-East Slavic languages which differ
from each other phonologically and morphologically. Macedonian lacks a
mobile stress, and like Bulgarian, it is devoid of a system of cases.
Serbo-Croatian has replaced the opposition of stress with one of pitch,
though for morphophonemic and comparative purposes, it is convenient to
treat the latter as one of stress by interpreting the rising pitch as a stress
that falls on the following syllable of the word''. The falling pitch falls au
tomatically on the first syllable of the word.

Given the stated diversity, it is not surprising that the stress alterna
tions of the Bulgarian and the Serbo-Croatian nouns differ both from each
other and, more profoundly, from those that are used in East Slavic. The
movement of stress is in Bulgarian and Serbo-Croatian (but for a few ex
ceptions) unidirectional, i. e., from the stem to the endings, while its func
tion in rendering the category of number is in either seriously constrained.
In Serbo-Croatian it supports above all the oppositions of case, while in
the stems in which it shifts in the plural to the endings it falls predomi
nantly on those that are distinguished by their expanded suffixal form. The
shift of stress has thus no autonomous value, yet by occurring in conjunc
tion with the suffix it places increased emphasis on its form accentuating
at the same time its difference from the singular. The progressive move
ment of the Bulgarian stress has, of course, no other function than to sup-

4 I discuss the matter in greater length in Stankiewicz (1993), 99-103. In citing the
S.-Cr. forms I shall henceforth mark the reinterpreted rising pitch with a straight line in
front of the accented syllable.
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port the opposition of number but, as we shall see, this alternation is, at
least in the neuter stems, largely automatic.

The shift of the stress to the endings of the plural is in the South-East
Slavic languages of a secondary or ancillary importance in foregrounding
the marked character of the plural, and with it, its formal difference from
the singular. The primary device employed by these languages for this pur
pose is thus their resort to plural endings that are made up of more complex,
compounded suffixes. It is a device that is shared by all three languages in
question, though it appears in each of them in a somewhat different form
and with somewhat different semantic connotations.

The differences between the East and South-East Slavic languages in
the choice of the formal markers of the plural did not arise at random: they
are largely a reflection of the grammatical and derivational developments
that took place in their nominal systems.

The plurals of the East Slavic languages have lost the distinctions of
gender, and with them, the formal distinctions associated with the original
genders. The levelling of the genders led to an accentual overlap of the
masculine with the neuter in the plural of the stem stressed (originally cir
cumflex) stems, and to a uniform stem stress in the plural of the oxytonic
neuter and the mostly feminine -a stems. The resulting bipolar mobility of
the stress, from the stem to the endings and from the endings to the stem,
brought about not only a new distribution of the stress, but a new utiliza
tion of the stress in marking the opposition of number rather than the orig
inal oppositions of case.

The South-East Slavic languages were hardly in a position of utiliz
ing the stress in a similar way. Serbo-Croatian has preserved the gender
distinctions of the plural and, like Bulgarian and Macedonian, it failed to
acquire a regressive mobility of the stress. Yet, if like East Slavic, it
strengthened the opposition of number, it attained it by the more complex
morphological structure of its endings.

The distinction between the East and South-East Slavic languages in
expressing the opposition of number may thus ultimately be defined, like
that of their grammatical categories, as a problem of symmetry: in the East
Slavic languages it is rendered in a bi-polar, dissymmetrical way by mov
ing the stress from the stem to the endings and from the endings to the
stem, while the South-East Slavic languages render it in a unipolar, asym
metrical way by emphasizing the marked category of the plural with cor
respondingly marked plural endings.

After this cursery survey of the means that sharpen the opposition of
number in the East and South-East Slavic nouns, we may now consider
more closely how it is expressed in the individual languages.
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3. The East Slavic languages.
3.1. The compounded endings.
As stated above, the three East Slavic languages sharpen the singu

lar/plural opposition of the nouns primarily by means of the alternations
of stress and, secondarily, by expanding the form of the plural endings
with prefinal suffixes.

The compounded plural endings occur now only in Russian>, where
they involve the prefinal suffixes -ov- and -nj-. The two combine to yield
a triple ending in the plural of kum and syn : kumov'ja, synov'ja
(morphophonemically <sin-ov-ej-a>, <kum-ov-ej-a--w, The first of these
suffixes occurs now only in the plural of xozjain: xozjaeva while the suffix
-nj- (the reflex of the Common Slavic collective suffix -bj-) appears in at
least a dozen masc. personal nouns; e. g., dever', drug, knjaz', muz, zjat';
nom. pI. dever'ja, druz'ja, knjaz'jd, mui'jd, zjat'ja, and in about twice as
many inanimate masculine and neuter nouns; e. g., kamen', koren', suk,
zub : derevo, pero, poleno : nom. pI. kamen'ja, koren'ja, suc'ja, zub'ja;
derev'ja, per'ja, polen'jal . The position of some of the compounded plu
rals is unstable; contemporary Russian tends to use in their stead variants
with non-compounded endings, such as djadi, grozdi, kloki, kopyly, pruty
(in place of djad'ja, grozd'ja, kloc'ja, kopyl'ja, prut'jay. The compounded
endings appear to be best preserved in nouns whose meanings have di
verged from those with the simpler forms, such as kamen'ja "stones" vs.
kamni "precious stones", karen 'ja "spices" vs. komi "roots", list'ja
"leaves" vs. listy "sheets", povod'ja "reins" vs. povody "causes", zub'ja
"gears" vs. zuby ~,teeth", kolen'ja .joints, links" vs. koleni "knees".

3.2. The accentual alternations.
The role of the accentual alternations in marking the singular/plural

opposition was in East Slavic promoted by two major and partly related
developments: the expansion of the progressive (stem ~ desinence) alter
nation between the singular and plural at the expense of the alternation be
tween the direct and oblique cases of the plural, and by the regressive al
ternation (from the endings to the stem).

5 The suffix -@j- is used in all East Slavic languages to form neuter derivatives with
a collective meaning (e. g. Russ. dub'e, durac'e, so/date), but only in Russian does it func
tion as a prefinal suffix of the plural.

6 The final ending of the gen. pI. of synov'ja: synovej «sin-ov-ej-e» is a zero
which vocalizes the zero of the preceding suffix.

7 For the difference in the accentuation of the masc. personal and non-personal
nouns, see Stankiewicz (1993), 194.
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The first alternation received additional support from the East Slavic
replacement of the Common Slavic pitch with stress that enabled a num
ber of the originally fixed (acute) stems to join the alternations that were
originally the domain (as they still are in South-West Slavic) of the mobile
(circumflex) stems. As a result, the progressive alternation between the
singular and the plural is now shared by such historically acute stems, as
dym (nom. pl. dymy), cas, krtij, xleb, xlev; maslo (nom. pl. maslai, mesto,
mylo, stado, cudo (nom. pI. cudesas, imja (nom. pl. imendi. The same pro
cess took place in a number of the originally acute stems of Ukrainian and
Byelorussian. Of equal importance was the tendency to reduce the di
rect/oblique alternation in the plural of masculine and feminine stems or
to replace it with a desinence stress throughout the plural. Among the East
Slavic languages the alternation between the direct and oblique cases of
the plural is best preserved in Russian where it appears in three types of
stems: (1) in the feminine -a stems that alternate also in the singular (e. g.,
nom. pI. nogi, ruki, borody : dat. and instr. pl. nogam, -dmi... , borodam,
-amiy; (2) in masc. and fern. nouns and some pluralia tantum with the gen.
pl. ending -e] (e. g., nom. pl. cervi, certi, gosti, lebedi; brovi, dveri, kosti,
materi; pleci, 6Ci, usi : gen. pl. cervej; dat. and instr. pI. cervjam, -ami,
and (3) in a small group of masc. stems ending in the gen. pl. in -fJ or -ov
(e. g., nom. pl. bogi, gromy, volki, v6ry, vetry, volosy : gen. pl. bogov,
volos; dat., instr. pl. bogam, -amiy. In the more innovating languages,
Ukrainian and Byelorussian, the direct/oblique alternation is greatly re
duced: it is either confined to a small number of nouns or to one or two
cases of the plural (as a rule to the gen. and instr. pl. with the endings -ij
and -miv. Thus we find the accentual shift to the oblique cases of the plu
ral only in such Ukrainian masc. and -a stems as zuby; nohy, ruky, stopy,
scaky : gen. pl. zubiv; dat. and instr. pl. zubam, -amy; noham, -amy, and
the shift to the gen. and instr. pl. in the dveri, hrudi, busy, svyni; dity, ljudy
: gen. and instr. pl. dverej, dvermy ... ditej, dit'my (5) A similar develop
ment took place in Byelorussian where the shift from the direct to the
oblique cases of the plural is found in the nouns (masc.) zuby, duxi, rohi,
vusy and (fern.) huby, nohi, ruki, kury, brovy with the shift to the gen. and
instr. pl. limited to dzeci, ljudzi, dzvery, plecy : gen. dzjacej, instr.
dzjacmis,

The reduction of the stress alternation between the direct and
oblique cases of the plural evolved in East Slavic in tandem with the ex
pansion of the progressive alternation from the initial (historically circum
flex) syllable of the stem to the medial, and, in colloquial Russian, to the

8 In Russian we find the same alternation in the forms deti : dele}; ljudi : ljudej.
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final syllable of the stem, as in the masc. nouns direktor, professor,
ucitel'; iniener, oficer, safer : nom. pI. direktora ... sofera. But it is in
Ukrainian where the shift of stress from the singular to the plural attained
its maximal reach. For here the stress may shift to the plural not only from
any of the last three syllables of the masculine and optionally the neuter
stems (as ui jarmarok, pdrubok; ucytel', xozjajini jacmin', colovik; derevo,
boloto : nom. pI. jarmarky, xazjaji, coloviky; dereva, bolotai, but also
from any of the last three syllables of the -a stems, a phenomenon that is
unique among the Slavic languages; e. g., jdhidka, ricen 'ka, tysjaca;
tovaryska, ucytel'ka; molytva, korova : nom. pI. jahidky ... ucytel'ky.

The Byelorussian alternation of the stress involves in a similar way
the initial and final syllables of masc. stems (e. g., berah, holub, kamen',
vecar; caber, jacmen', maroz : nom. pI. berahi ... marazyy; however, un
like Ukrainian, it precludes the shift in the -a stems and admits it only in a
handful of neuter nouns; e. g., pole, prava; reseta, voblaka, vozera and
neba, plemja, stremja. In the plurals with two syllables in the stem, the
stress shifts to its final syllable; e. g. rasoty, ablaki; njabesy, pljameny.

The discussed developments of the East Slavic progressive alterna
tion point up one basic fact: the gist of their innovations was to sharpen
the opposition of number at the expense of the oppositions of case. This
polarization of the singular and plural received a decisive boost when the
same languages acquired the opposite alternation, the shift from the end
ings of the singular to the final syllable of the stem in the plural of mono
and polysyllabic neuter and -a sterns", Since the new alternation affected
in the same way all three East Slavic languages, it will be sufficient to
give examples only from Russian; e. g., (fem.) beda, ovca, reka, sestra,
iena; kolbasd, dolgota, velicina : nom. pI. bedy '" kolbasy; (neutr.)
gnezdo, okno, pis'mo; veslo ; doloto, vereteno : nom. pI. gnezda ...
veretena. The retraction of the stress to the last syllable of the stem in the
-a and the neuter stems suggests that it arose by analogy with the forms
that carried a zero ending in the gen. pI. from which the stress had re
tracted automatically to the last syllable of the stem. The reason the retrac
tion did not similarly affect the oxytonic masc. 0- and io- stems was no
doubt due to the fact that the masc. stems had by that time replaced the
zero of the gen. pI. with the endings -ov and -ej of the 0- and i- stems. The
same fact may account for the lack of the regressive alternation in the
South Slavic masc. and neuter nouns, specifically in stokavian, where the

9 The preservation of the desinence stress in the plural of some fern. and neuter
oxytonic stems is still observed in the works of some 19th century writers; see Bulaxovskij
(1954), 168. However, the retraction of the oxytonic stress is attested as an accentual rule
in the grammar by Vostokov (1831).
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gen. pI. of such stems terminated in -a or in -i. For the S.-Cr. forms that
retract the desinence stress in the gen. pl. to the stem, see below.

4. The South-East Slavic languages.
4.1. The accentual alternations of Serbo-Croatian and Bulgarian.
The preservation of a case system in Serbo-Croatian and its lack in

Bulgarian prompts us to discuss the patterns of their alternations apart.
4.1.1. Serbo-Croatian employs, like the East Slavic languages, the

"forward" (progressive) and "backward" (regressive) alternations of
stress. However, the distribution and functions of these alternations differ
fundamentally from those used in East Slavic. The regressive alternation
occurs mostly in the gen. pl., where it retracts primarily from the final to
the penult syllable of the stem (in such forms es jez'ik, ned'elja, kol'eno :
gen. pl.j'ezika, n 'edeljii, k'oleniis, and secondarily, from the ending to the
thematic long vowel in stems in which the long vowel is followed by a vo
calized zero, (as in vr'iibiicd, c'igald, vl'iikiind vs. nom. sing. vriibac,
cigl 'a, vldkn 'a). The regressive alternation between the singular and the
plural is a marginal phenomenon as it takes place only in a handful of
monosyllabic rnasc. and neuter nouns with variants that allow a fixed
stress on the ending); e. g., konac, novae, lanac, telae, venae; sel'o,
bedr 'a, per 'a, rebro, sedl'o : pl. konci, k'onaca, k'oncima ... s 'ela, s 'ela,
s 'elima.i''

Far more productive is the progressive alternation which takes place
in the circumflex (initially stressed) stems and which varies in its distribu
tion according to gender and number. Its basic function is to support the
oppositions of case both in the singular and in the plural. In the singular of
the -a stems it opposes the stem stress of the accusative (sometimes also
of the dative) to the desinence stress of the other cases, while in the masc.
and -i stems it opposes the desinence stress of the locative to the stem
stress of the other cases. In the plural it distinguishes the stem stress of the
direct cases from the desinence stress of the oblique cases in all circum
flex stems, except the neuters.

This is the system of alternations that Serbo-Croatian had inherited
from Common Slavic and that is still alive in the Western (Croatian or
Budmani) variant of the literary language. In the Eastern norm (the Ser
bian or Daniele variant) the masculine stems that form the plural with the
prefinal suffix -ov-/-ev- replace the direct/oblique alternation with an al
ternation between the singular and the plural; e. g., boj, brod, dom, nos,
plod; diib, rod, sad, stan, val: nom. pl. boj'evi, brod'ovi, dam 'ovi, nos 'ovi,

10 The two types of the S.-Cr. regressive alternation are discussed at greater length
in Stankiewicz (1993), 120-22.
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plod'ovi; dub 'ovi, riid'ovi, siid'ovi, stan 'ovi, viil'ovi : gen. and dat. pl.
boj 'eva, - 'evima ... dub 'ova, - 'ovima. The original alternation between the
direct and oblique cases is in the Eastern norm preserved only in one
short-vowel stem r 'os (pl. r 'ogovi, rogov ii, -ovimai and in the
long-vowel stems that are in everyday use; e. g. d'an, gr'iid, gl'iis, kr'iig,
k 'um, s'in, sn 'eg, vl'iik, zid (nom. pI. d 'arovi; gen. and dat. pl. darov'ii,
darov 'ima ... z'idovi, zidov'ii, -ov'imai. The combined use of the forward
movement of the stress with the long, compounded plural endings imparts
to the expression of the plural, as it were, a double weight deepening at
the same time the characteristically South-East Slavic asymmetry between
the singular and the plural. The difference between the Eastern (Serbian)
and Western (Croatian) norm should justify, among other things, our treat
ment of the former as a representative of the South-East Slavic group of
languages.

The combination of the progressive shift of stress with the com
pounded form of the endings marks also the plural of the neuter stems
with the prefinal suffixes -en-, -es-, and sometimes -et-; e. g., c'udo, k'olo,
t 'elo; 'ime, pI 'eme, vime; b 'ure : nom.-acc. pI. cudes 'a ... vimen 'a;
buret'a. It is of some interest that the neuters that form the plural with the
short (non-compounded) endings have lost the alternation in some com
monly used nouns (such as m 'ore, sl'ovo, t 'elo) preserving it in b'rdo,
p 'olje, zv'ono, m 'eso, s 'ena.j'ezero (: nom.-acc. pl. brd'a ... jezer'av),

4.1.2. The Bulgarian accentual alternation is progressive and takes
place in the neuter and in masculine stems that are mostly monosyllabic.

The neuter nouns shift the stress to the plural in all monosyllabic
stems including the stems that form the plural with the prefinal suffixes
-en- and -es-; e. g., blato, bljudo, ljdto, selo, tjalo; breme, ime, ramo, cudo
: pl. blata ... tjala; bremena, imena, ramena, cudesd. In the polysyllabic
stems the stress shifts to the plural in a few simple stems (hero, koljano,
korito, sirene) and in derived nouns with the suffixes -al-, -il- and -iv-; e.
g., mastilo, tocllo, cukalo, pomagalo, gorivo, pecivo : pl. mastila ...
peciva. A number of the latter forms admit variants with a fixed stress on
the stem.

Masculine nouns shift the stem stress to the plural in two kinds of
forms: (a) in a small group of stems that form the plural with the endings
-a or -e; e. g., krak, list, rag, bivol, gark : pI. kraka ... bivola, garcolja and

11 The tendency to reduce the stem ~ desinence alternation in the S.-Cr. neuter
stems with simple (non-compounded) plural endings is succinctly noted by Vaillant (1958,
348): "En serbo-croate, I' accent est fixe dans la majorite des paroxytones: slovo, plur.
slbva, tijelo, pluto tijela. Il est mobile dans certains seulement".
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car, knjaz, kim, krdl, mdi : pl. care ... maze, and (b) in the monosyllabic
stems that form the plural with the pre final suffix -ov-l-ev-; e. g., brjag,
grad "city", glds, kum, mrdz, nos, rod, vrat, zvjar : pl. bregove, gradove ...
zverove. The shift to the plural is not obligatory, a number of the suffixed
forms retain the stress on the stem (e. g., dab, grad "hail", krsg, rid, trud,
terg, vid, zid : pl. dsbove ... zidove).

4.2. The South-East Slavic compounded endings.
The Serbian and Bulgarian use of the accentual shift in reinforcing

the compounded structure of the plural endings is but a special and limited
case of how the South-East Slavic languages render the asymmetry be
tween the plural and the singular. The simpler and more wide-spread de
vice in conveying their difference is the compounded structure of the end
ings themselves. The latter exhibit in each of the South-East Slavic lan
guages a somewhat different form, and in a language like Serbo-Croatian,
forms that vary from case to case.

4.2.1. The S.-Cr. dat.-instr.-Ioc. is the only case of the plural that,
unlike the nominative and the genitive, lacks a distinct compounded end
ing. However, the disyllabic structure of its endings -imal-ama sets it, no
less than the compounded endings, apart from the forms of the singular
which does not admit endings of more than one syllable of morpheme.

The gen. pl. employs the compounded endings -n-ii and -i-ii. The
phonological shape in which they appear has tended to obscure their mor
phological structure leading at times to the view that "any attempt to ana
lyze their form [in particular the form of the -IJ-a ending] is in advance
doomed to failure" 12. However, the vocalization of the thematic zero that
takes place before the initial zero of the -IJ-a ending (in such gen. pl. forms
as otiic 'a, vr 'abaca; vl'iikdnd; metiil'ii, k'iigiild vs. nom. sing. otae, vriibac;
vlakn 'a; metl'a, kugl'a) is incontrovertible proof that the first element of
the ending consists of a zero. It is, in fact, the very zero that appears in the
genitive plural of most Slavic languages (including neighboring cakavian)
and to which Serbo-Croatian had attached the incremental ending -ah
(from -bh/-bh) taken from the loc.-gen. of the i- and u- stems. The gen. pl.
ending with the final h (or k) is still found in some modern stokavian dia
lects (e. g., in Montenegro).

The compounded ending -i-ii is phonologically realized as -ijii with
an i that was shortened before the following long vowel (like the long uof
'iiho which yielded uvo via 'uov. It is possible that the ending arose histor
ically under the influence of the original gen.-Ioc. ending of tr'iju,
cetir'lju but synchronically it is certainly simpler to interpret it as a com-

12 See Svane, (1958), 80.
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pound of the gen. pl. endings -i and -u. The collective meaning that ad
heres to the nouns using this ending (e. g., gost'iju, kokos'iju, nokt'ijii,
prst'ijii, oc'ijii, us'ijii, vas'iju) would seem to support the idea that their
ending was also historically kindred to the ending -i of the gen. pl. (in
such forms as gost'i, kokos'i ... us'i, vas'I) with which the forms ending in
-ijii are often in free variation.

The compounded endings with the prefinal suffix -ov-/-ev- typical of
the masculine monosyllabic stems were discussed above. It is interesting
to note that the dat.-instr.-Ioc. plural of a noun like d'iib comprises as
many as three syllables in its ending tdubo'vimav.

4.2.2. Macedonian constructs its plural forms with the help of sev
eral compounded suffixes, almost all of them used with the masculine and
neuter. The prefinal masculine suffixes are -ov-/-ev (-i), -isu-a), -ej (-e/-a)
and -ov-oc(-i); the prefinal neuter suffixes are -ej (-e/-a) and the com
pounded -in-ej-I-a). The suffix -oj (-e/-a) does also occur with some femi
nine nouns.

The suffix -ov-/-ev- is the primary plural formant of masc. monosyl
labic and some vowel plus zero stems; e. g., cir, glas, gros, jaz, mraz,
kljuc, kos, noi, rod, prist, sad; ogan, veter : pl. glasovi ... vetrovi. In a few
monosyllabic stems the plural ending is -i; e. g., zabi, mazi, unuci, gosti,
Grci, Vlasi. The prefinal suffixes -ist- and -fJj- function mostly as free or
stylistic variants of the suffix -ov-/-ev-, though in some forms they convey
their original meaning as collective plurals. Some grammarians (e. g.,
Koneski) are inclined to view most plurals with the -ist- and -fJj- suffixes
as collective, whereas others (e. g., Usikova) treat them as plain plurals. In
a number of cases the plurals with -istt-a) and/or -fJj(-e) have precedence
over the plurals with -ov(-i) OJ the simple -i; e. g., do lista , drumista,
dvoristaldvorje, zidistalzidje, rodistalrodje; kamenje/kamni, korenje/korni,
while in other cases they have semantically drifted apart (e. g., gradista
"big cities" / gradovi "towns", krajevi "ends" / kraista "regions", ridista
"big hills" / ridovi "hills").

The collective meaning is paramount, on the other hand, in the com
pounded suffix -ov-ec-ti) which is used with masculine nouns that desig
nate social groups (kinship terms, family names) and physical or moral
shortcomings. The collective meaning of these plurals is concomitant with
an emotive coloring that is implicit in the second component of the suffix,
an original diminutive, but stems above all from the emotive quality of the
stems with which it occurs. These are either affectionate (thanks to their
inherent meaning or their diminutive suffixes), or pejorative (marked as
such by their suffixed or compounded form). Examples of the affectionate
forms are the kinship terms dedo, striko, tatko , vujco : pl. dedovci ...
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vujcevci, while the pejorative meaning is transparent in such forms as
driplo, grbe, gotovan, neranimajko : pI. driplovci ... neranimajkovci.

The plural of the neuter stems, both mono- and polysyllabic, is
formed primarily with the simple ending -a. In some monosyllabic stems
it occurs as a variant of the suffixes -oj (-e/ -a) or -in-oj (-a), while other
stems favor the use of the latter, componded suffix. The plurals with the
suffix -ej (-e/-o) vacillate, like the corresponding masculine forms, be
tween a collective and simple plural; e. g., pI. krila/krilje or krilja,
pera/perje or perja, zrna/zrnje. At times the variants give rise to semanti
cally differentiated forms, as in drva "a mass of firewood" vs. drvja
"trees" (the simple plural) and drvje (the collective plural).

The suffix -in-ej (-a), (pronounced -ilia), is highly productive. It oc
curs as a variant of the ending -a in cvece, polje, dete : pI. cvecalcvecinja,
polja/polinja, decaldecinja and it applies to all stems that end in the singu
lar in -e; e. g., ime, pleme, vreme, grne; jagnje, kuce, pile, prase, tele,
vrapce; gezve, kebapce, magare, more: pI. iminja ... jagninja ... morinja.
Its productivity is attested by its use with such recent loanwords, as
bombe, klise : pI. bombinja, klisinjat>.

The feminine nouns form most of their plurals with the simple end
ing -i. The ending -oj (-e) is limited to a small group of stems including
gora, livada, niva, rabota; godina, krivina, planina : pI. gorje, livadje ...
godinje, planinje.

4.2.3. The Bulgarian compounded plural endings resemble those of
Macedonian but exhibit some features that are their own. Most of them
make up the plural of masculine nouns; except for the compounded South
Slavic endings with the suffix they all carry a collective meaning; most
collective plurals divide into personal and non-personal forms that are
marked by different suffixes; the meaning of the collective personal nouns
(except for the family names such as Nikolovci, Miladinovcii is complex
in the sense that their collective meaning is concomitant with emotive,
positive or negative, connotations. A more adequate designation of such
plurals should be collective-emotive.

13 The development of the initial component of -in-ej-a has not been satisfactorily
explained. I believe that the -in- stems from the suffix -en- in such forms as plemena,
vremena from which it had spread to the nouns with the plural suffix -et- yielding the hy
pothetical: *prasena, *telena (in place of the original praseta, teleta) and the contempo
rary prasinja, telinja. The change of the original e to i could have arisen by analogy with
the collective plurals of those feminine stems that terminated in the singular in -ina, such
as godina, padina : pI. godinje, padinje. At the same time it is worth noting the striking re
semblance of the Macedonian suffix with the Albanian prefinal suffix -inj.
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In addition to the masculine nouns, we find the use of the prefinal
suffixes -es-, -en-, -et- in the plural of neuter nouns such as vremena,
cudesa, praseta, the cognates of the Common Slavic imparisyllabic (con
sonantal) stems. With the loss of the Bulgarian case system, the suffixes
that were originally a part of the singular inflection of such nouns, were
transformed into prefinal suffixes of the plural. But within the overall pat
tern of the plural they are a marginal forms, except for a few neuter stems
and loanwords to which they had lent the suffix -et-; e. g., more, pole;
kolje, perde : pl. moreta, poleta; koljeta, perdeta.

The compounded endings forming the plural of masculine nouns are
-ov(-e) , -isu-a), -nj(-a) , -nj(-e) and -ov-ec (-i).

The suffix -ov-/-ev- was discussed above. It is the only prefinal suf
fix that lacks a collective meaning. Its only function is to strengthen the
plural ending of monosyllabic stems, especially when they combine with
the final stress.

The suffix -ist (-a) has a collective meaning that it confers upon in
animate nouns. As such it serves to distinguish the collective plural of
masculine nouns from those with the simple plurals ending in -i or -ove; e.
g., dolista, g 'ulista, ketista, trapista, xanista (vs. dolove ... xanove). Some
forms in -ista have a distinctive negative coloring (e. g., drumista "lousy
roads" vs. drumove or drumi "roads"), while some have evolved into sim
ple plurals ikraista, ksrista, petista, ssnista).

The suffix -ej-a occurs with a small number of mono- and polysyl
labic stems. In some forms it is preceded by the formants -0/'-, -or- or
-ur'- (as in gracolja, vlasonja, ienurjai. Its collective meaning is concur
rently pejorative, as in the forms garcolgarcolja (vs. simple pl. garcii;
turca (vs. turci) , graidanja (vs. graidaniy; daskolja, majstorja, oficerja
and in the single feminine form zenurja (vs. zent). The collective suffix
-ej- is the underlying form of the ending; it has left a trace in the
palatalization of the final consonants of the stem (as in gerca, turca,
daskaljai and in the shift of the stem stress to the ending (comparable to
the shift of stress in the Russian collective plurals muz 'ja, synov 'ja].

The sufix -ej-Ie) has the same formation as -ej-a but reflects a col
lective singular that has acquired the function of a plural (cf. the similar
development in Macedonian). It is used as the collective plural of a few
masculine nouns: care, knjaze, kone, krale, maze, cigane. The original
palatalization was lost before the front vowel -e of the ending.

The compounded ending -ov-eci-i) is, as in Macedonian, highly pro
ductive and occurs with the same collective-emotive function. The de
scription of this suffix was given under Macedonian (in 4.2.2), so we shall
forgo the citing of Bulgarian examples.
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The foregoing remarks suggest the following conclusions. The sin
gular/plural opposition, the primary grammatical opposition of the Slavic
noun, is in two groups of Slavic languages, those of the East and
South-East, supported by two types of formal devices: the alternations of
stress and the use of complex, compounded plural endings. The two types
of devices are employed both in the East and in the South-East Slavic lan
guages, but their role is in each of them reversed: the East Slavic lan
guages resort rarely or not at all to the use of compounded plurals, while
the South-East Slavic languages (especially Macedonian and Bulgarian
that lack or limit the alternations of stress) make maximal use of the ex
panded plural endings. The use and expansion of the two types of devices
was promoted and facilitated by a series of processes peculiar to the lan
guages in question: in the East Slavic languages it was connected with the
neutralization of the plural genders and the consequent levelling of the
progressive (stem to the endings) alternations in the masculine and neuter
nouns, and of the regressive (endings to the stem) alternations in the neu
ter and the mostly feminine -a stems. The formation of the complex suf
fixes in the plural of the South-East Slavic nouns had two principal
sources: the South Slavic formant -ov- in the plural of monosyllabic
stems, and a set of suffixes for the expression of the collective plural, the
marked counterpart of the simple plural. The latter category is sometimes
(especially in Macedonian) in a state of flux, but the suffixes that render it
remain in use as formal props of the plural endings. And it should not
come as a surprise that the two languages in which the counted plural re
ceived its maximal expansion are precisely those languages whose plurals
have relinquished the expression of gender and case.

From what it has been said, it should be clear that the deepening of
the distinction between the singular and plural by either the alternations of
stress or through the expansion of the plural endings was achieved in the
East and the South-East Slavic languages through the use of indigenous
means and according to the possibilities inherent in their grammatical
structures. On the other hand, we cannot overlook the fact that the
South-East Slavic process of compounding the plural endings is matched
by a similar treatment of the plural endings in the non-Slavic languages of
the Balkan league. The phenomenon of diffusion in marking the expres
sion of the plural must therefore be seen in the proper light: it was not the
result of borrowing or of imitating a foreign model, but a process of devel
opment that was formed in the individual languages but was reinforced
through geographic contact and centuries of bi- or multilingualism culti
vated through repeated periods of migrations and resettlements.
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5. The compounded endings of the non-Slavic Balkan languages.
The non-Slavic Balkan languages that parallel the South-East Slavic

languages in the use of compounded plural endings are Modern Greek,
Rumanian, Ammanian and Albanian.

In what follows I shall give a list of the plural suffixes used in each
of these languages with examples illustrating their variety and occurrence.

5.1. Modern Greek uses the prefinal suffix -d-/-ad- in the plural of
masculine and feminine nouns and -t-/-at- in the plural of neuter nouns. In
speaking of the plurals with simple endings as opposed to those with com
pounded endings, Greek grammarians tend to ignore their morphological
difference labelling the first type "parisyllabic" and the second type
"imparisyllabic".

Masculine and feminine nouns with the -d-/-ad- suffix are papas
"priest", pappus "grandfather", lekes "stain" : pl. papades, pappudes,
lekedes, and mama "mommy", nene "grandmother", adelfe "sister" : pl.
mamades, nenedes, adelfades.

Neuter nouns with the -t-/-at- suffix are dase "woodland", prosopo
"face" : pl. daseta, prosopata (or prosopay.

5.2. The prefinal suffix of the Rumanian plural is -ur-ti), (usually
pronounced -ur), a cognate of the Latin plural -or-a (of neuter nouns such
as tempus: tempora). The origin of the suffix is reflected in some of its
properties: it does not occur with animate nouns; some masculine nouns
switch in the plural to the feminine gender, i. e., the gender that has ab
sorbed many of the original neuters (e. g., calf "corner" : colturi, piept
"breast" : piepturi, vreme "time" : vremuri; cimp "field" : cimpuriy; some

. plurals in -uri carry a collective meaning (e. g., lapte "milk" : lapturi
"milk products", carne "meat" :-carnuri "meat products", vin "wine" :
vinuri "sorts of wine"). Some plurals with -uri differ from the meaning of
their base forms; e. g., ochiu "eye" vs. ochiuri "sunny-side-ups (eggs)",
nimic "nothing" vs. nimicuri "trifles", frig "cold" vs. friguri "shivers".
The ending -uri is used overwhelmingly with inanimate nouns; e. g.,
(masc.) lac "place", lucru "thing", timp "time"; (fern.) iarbd "grass", lind
"wool", lipsd "lack", marfa "ware", treabd "business" : pl. locuri, timpuri;
ierburi ... treburi.

5.3. The basic compounded ending of the Ammanian plurals is, like
that of Rumanian, -ur-i (usually pronounced -ur'). The nouns using this
suffix are all feminine and terminate in the singular in -a or -e; e. g., kasa
"house", lumina "light"; hone "inn", g'ole "pond" : pl. kasuri ... g'oluri.
Where the language differs from Rumanian is in its use of two more com
pounded endings: -adz-i and -an'-i that occur both with masculine and
feminine nouns. The first ending is used with fern. and masc. stems that
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end in a stressed vowel (e g., bahce "garden", manta "coat"; kasaba
"town", vujvodd "voyvoda, captain" : pI. bahcadzi ... vujvodadzi, the sec
ond ending is used only with four masc. kinship terms: tate "father", lale
"uncle", papu "grandfather" and stripapu "greatgrandfather" : pI. taten'i,
laliini, papeni.

5.4. Albanian employs as many as five prefinal suffixes in the plural
of masculine nouns and one suffix in the plural of feminine and neuter
nouns. The masc. nouns employ the suffixes: 1) -n/-ar(-o), 2) -enl-ert-e),
3) -ent-in (-0), 4) -ar-in- (-0), 5) -ler/-liar(-e); the other two genders use
only the first suffix n/-ur-(-a). Several of the forms involve dialectal or
historical variants: -n is the older and dialectal variant used in Gheg, while
-r is the variant used in Tosk; the second pair is apparently an older vari
ant of the first. A similar relationship might have existed between the suf
fix -en3- and -in' (-0) whose zero ending goes back to the original ending
-i that accounts for the palatalization of the preceding n' (in the standard
transcription written as nj). The fourth suffix -er-itu-e) is clearly a com
pound of 2) and 3), wheras -ler/-liar are the front and back variants of the
Turkish plural ending. The following examples should illustrate the use of
each of the suffixes: 1) (fern.) luft» "battle, war" : luftnalluftera: kish»
"church" : kishora; (neutr.) djath» "cheese" : djathnaldjathera; shtspi
"house" : shtspira; 2) (masc.) mbret "king" : mbretenlmbretori ; prift
"priest" : priftenlpriftsr; 3) bari "shepherd" : barin; shkop "stick" :
shkopin; zanatei "artisan" : zanatcin, lums "river" : lumen; 4) zot "mister"
: zoterin; prind "parent" : prinderin; gisht "finger" : gishtorin; 5) bej
"bey" : bejler»; baba "father" : baballar»: pasha "pasha" : pashallar».
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